ARM’s 2018 Backpack
Project

For the past thirteen years, it has been so fun to serve as
God’s ARMs in providing backpacks and school supplies to
students of the San Carlos Apache Reservation! Before school
began in 2017, we provided over 950 students with the supplies they
needed to start a new school year, as well as other supplies to the schools,
and Reservation Churches! This year, we wanted to try something new!
We’re sharing our intentional needs with you, in case you find a sale on a particular item and want to let us
know that you can provide for a part of that need. We’re praying for our partners to find some great sales so
that God’s funds can be multiplied! This project is much larger than what can be accomplished without your
help! Thanks for helping, thanks for praying, and thanks for spreading the word!
In order for us to provide 500 backpacks,
we’ll need:
500 brand-new backpacks (no owl prints, please)
500 tissue boxes
500 hand sanitizers
500 toothbrushes (individually-wrapped)
500 toothpastes
100 primary sized-crayon (boxes)
200 coloring books
200 primary-sized pencils
1,500 pocket folders
150 boxes of Crayons
2,000 # 2 pencils with cap erasers
800 black/blue pens
400 red pens
900 composition notebooks
600 glue sticks
300 pencil boxes
100 zippered pencil pouches
250 3-ring binders
150 boxes of markers
500 individual highlighters
100 packages of binder dividers
100 packages of index cards
300 packages of wide-ruled notebook paper
100 packages of college-ruled notebook paper

In order for us to provide 800 backpacks,
we’ll need:
800 brand-new backpacks (no owl prints, please)
800 tissue boxes
800 hand sanitizers
800 toothbrushes (individually-wrapped)
800 toothpastes
150 primary sized-crayon (boxes)
300 coloring books
Deadline for
300 primary-sized pencils
receiving
all gifts
2,500 pocket folders
is
250 boxes of Crayons
th, 2018
July
4
3,200 # 2 pencils with cap erasers
*to save postage costs (and
1,300 black/blue pens
multiply the amount of
650 red pens
school supplies you can
1,450 composition notebooks
provide!) please consider
1,000 glue sticks
sending funds or
500 pencil boxes
Walmart/Dollar Tree gift
150 zippered pencil pouches
cards to:
ARM
400 3-ring binders
8435
S.
Six
Shooter
Cyn. Rd.
250 boxes of markers
Globe AZ 85501
800 individual highlighters
150 packages of binder dividers
150 packages of index cards
500 packages of wide-ruled notebook paper
150 packages of college-ruled notebook paper

